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D:SIDER
the digital side of pro:audio





Music, sound, voice and singing: every 

expressive act demands attention and 

quality. VERSE it’s a team of audio 

engineers and music specialists that have 

years of combined experience working 

on the world’s most significant audio 

projects. From their vast experience 

a research project was born - based on 

the attitude of the production of innovative 

instruments for sound diffusion. Sound 

and music are made indisputable for the 

construction and the understanding of the 

individual identity: Therefore every detail 

has been maximized and optimized - from 

the wood-work to the filters from the 

amplification to the electroacoustics. 

Speed, safety, flexibilities are the 

foundation values of the search for the 

best solutions, for a world in continuous 

mutation. A powerful signal processing 

system based on real-time algorithms, it’s 

the nervous system of these new digital 

sound diffusion units : Totally controllable, 

concrete, easy-to-use.

Complete control of the signal, with 

checking points situated along the 

entire processing path allows precise 

programming of the sound in relation to 

the settings and needs. 
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A powerful signal processing system based on real-
time algorithms, it’s the nervous system  of these 
new digital sound diffusion units :  totally controllable, 
concrete, easy-to-use.

Complete control of the signal, with checking 
points situated along the entire processing path 
allows precise programming of the sound in relation 
to the settings and needs. 

- PC Editor Program
- Automatic 12 bands feedback remover 
- Health & Performance checking full time 
- Dynamic loudness 
- Delay line 
- 6 bands full parametric equalizer 
- Setup for monitor
- USB-485 Interface 
- User setting 

D:SIDER
the digital side of pro:audio

DEEP DIGITAL
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Simply pushing a button activates a powerful 12-band 

feedback remover, a
llowing a quick and easy solution in the 

most difficult liv
e situations - w

ithout destroying the audio 

response linearity
 or th

e preset equalize
r settin

gs.

Quick solution - n
o lost tim

e.

D:SIDER
the digital side of pro:audio

quick and safe
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totalcontrol

A pc-editor program allows to customize each single parameter. 

The editor has a simple and intuitive, graphic interface. The 

communication between the computer and loudspeakers 

is based on the RS 485 protocol, widely used in pro-audio 

applications. An optional USB to RS485 interface is supplied 

with the editor kit. The editor even provides information 

concerning temperature conditions and performance level of 

each loudspeakers on the network, showing in real tim
e any 

overloaded signals, activity of the limiters, and other useful 

information concerning the status of the audio terminals.
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D:SIDER
the digital side of pro:audio
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Switching from a side-by-side configuration to a floor 

monitor is as simple as pushing a button - the processors 

will adapt all the digital processor parameters according 

to your selected configuration. 

A multi-band compressor, a delay line and six parametric 

equalizers complete a set of integrated functions for 

professional use.
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Personal vibrations: sound is generated naturally as mechanical vibrations, 
spreading out as the vibrations are perceived. Everything has a frequency 
vibration - including our body, our mind, and our senses. A lot of solutions 
have been invented to re-create this natural spreading and perception: with 
the help of artificial devices, the sound goes through the ambience without 
contamination of the noise.
Today digital sound diffusion holds many keys including the manipulation 
of the physical environment, easy transportation, flexible configuration, 
dependability, and personalized and diverse settings.  Therefore there is the 
need to build loudspeakers that are able to be both personal and accurate, 
that transmit those particular vibrations that each expressive action contains.

personalvibrations
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To easily customize every parameter of your loudspeakers a PC editor program is available. This 
allows to connect to the speakers, editing equalizers and parameters, but also displaying levels, 
and checking the status and “health” of every single loudspeaker connected to this network, 
showing real time temperature, signal overloads, limiter activities and other status information of 
the D:SIDER.

pc
:e

d
it

o
r
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D:SIDER the digital sound of pro:audio

RS-485 Connections
In addition to the DSP functionalities, directly accessible on the speaker, it’s possible to control in a broader 
way the speaker of the D:SIDER series using an RS-485 remote control interface and a personal computer. 
An optional USB-485 interface (D:SP INTERFACE) and a personal computer software (D:SP EDITOR) are 
available to the purpose. In this way it’s possible to control a large amount of parameters within the signal 
processing and to monitor in real time important aspects of the speakers functioning. With a single USB-485 
it is possible to connect in daisy chain up to 127 different speakers.

Pressing the “SCAN” button on the editor, the PC recognizes 
automatically all the speaker units which are connected through RS-485.

Up to 127 Speakers connections via RS-485 through the Editor Kit
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D:SIDER:products
D:SIDER SERIES / Active Speakers
D:SIDER 8
D:SIDER 10
D:SIDER 15

D:SUBWOOFER / Active Subwoofer
D:SUB 10
D:SUB 15
D:SUB 18
D:SUB 215

D:SYSTEMS - Active Systems
D:SYSTEM 2K (2 X D:Sider 8 + 1 X D:Sub 10)
D:SYSTEM 3K (2 X D:Sider 10 + 1 X D:Sub 15)
D:SYSTEM 5K (2 X D:Sider 15 + 1 X D:Sub 18)
D:SYSTEM 7K (2 X D:Sider 15 + 1 X D:Sub 215)
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Control Panel D:SIDER

Control Switches
- Feedback Remover On /Off
- Dynamic Loudness On / Off
- Side by Side / Monitor position
- High Pass Filter On / Off (for use 
with Sub)
- User / Factory settings

LEDs
- Power On
- Protection
- Temperature
- Limiter High
- Limiter Low
- Signal On

Control Knobs
- Gain -35 to 0 db
- Power ac Switch

Active Speakers D:SIDER 8 / D:SIDER 10 / D:SIDER 15

: satellite
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D:SIDER
the digital side of pro:audio

Active loudspeakers completely Digital, from the first stadium of pre-amplification to the   
power amplifier, a real digital domain.  
: elevated performances in quality and power   
: real management of power and signals in any situation of use   
: continuous reliability  
A series of tools expressly studies and selected for the daily use from audio engineers and from the 
business entertainment operators it characterize these professional loudspeakers.  
A powerful 12 band Anti Feedback system is ready to handle any emergency situation.  
A series of processing blocks they constantly analyze the vital parameters of the system, bringing the 
possible anomalies and intervening to the protection of the circuits of the electro-acoustic components.
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: satellite

 D:SIDER8 D:SIDER10 D:SIDER15

Power - EIAJ 415W 650W 1620W 

Low / Mid Amp  350W 500W 1050W

High Amp 65W 150W 570W

SPL  124 dB 129dB 134dB

Woofer 8” neodimium 2” VC 10” neodimium 2,5” VC  15” neodimium 3” VC

Tweeter 1,4” neodimium 1,7” neodimium 1,7” neodimium
 aluminium VC aluminium VC aluminium VC
 compression driver compression driver compression driver
 Titanium diaphragm Polymide diaphragm Titanium diaphragm

Angular dispersion 100 > 50 Hx45 with 100 > 50 Hx45 with 100 > 50 Hx45 with  
 assimetrical rotable assimetrical rotable assimetrical rotable
 horn horn horn

Weight 12kg 16kg 22kg
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Monitor use
All tops can be used as stage monitor 
rotating the horn

D:SIDER
the digital side of pro:audio
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Control Panel  D:SUB

Control Switches 
- Phase 0° / 180°
- User / Factory settings

LEDs
- Power On
- Protection
- Temperature
- Limiter
- Signal On

Control Knobs
- Gain -35 to 0 dB
- Power ac Switch

Active Subwoofer D:SUB 10 / D:SUB 15 / D:SUB 18 / D:SUB 215

: subwoofer
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D:SIDER
the digital side of pro:audio
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 D:SUB10 D:SUB15 D:SUB18 D:SUB215

Power - EIAJ 1000W 2000W 2000W 3400W

Frrequency 50Hz - 140Hz 42Hz - 140Hz 38Hz - 140Hz 42Hz - 140Hz
response     

SPL  126 dB 131dB 133dB 136dB

Woofer 10” neodimium 15” neodimium 18” neodimium 2x15” neodimium
 2,5” VC, 4” VC, 4” VC, 4” VC,
 vented gap vented gap vented gap vented gap

Weight 19Kg 32Kg 45Kg 50Kg 

: subwoofer
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D:SIDER
the digital side of pro:audio

Control Panel Layout of D:SUB 215

To complete the VERSE systems, as well as the D:SIDER satellite series, we obviously took into 
consideration the most physical part of the sound spectrum: the low frequencies. The choice of 
subwoofers for the VERSE series was based on the same modular philosophy.
In fact, not all musicians or DJs want the same amount of “bottom end”, and it ’s obviously unthinkable 
to control everything with the volume pot or equalizer! VERSE therefore offers various subwoofers, 
which can be used separately or in multiple set-ups. From the small SUB10”, already sufficient to give 
that extra punch to the D:SIDER 8 in mono or stereo configuration, through the classic 15”, to multiple 
configurations of our top D:SUB 215” model, VERSE SUBs 
are all made to give you a total sound sensation with great 
simplicity. 

All systems are provided with special customized cables
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  Configurations Components Power Total Watt Tot. Weight - Kg

D:SYSTEM 2K 8”+ 8” Sat + Sub 10” 2 x 415W + 1000W 1830 43

D:SYSTEM 3K 10”+ 10” Sat + Sub 15” 2 x 650W + 2000W 3300 64

D:SYSTEM 5K 15”+ 15” Sat + Sub 18” 2 x 1620W + 2000W 5240 89

D:SYSTEM 7K 15”+ 15” Sat + Sub 215” 2 x 1620W + 3400W 6640 94

D:SYSTEM 2K
Two D:SIDER 8 satellites and one D:SUB 10.
For great power and sound, with easily
transported compact modules.
1830 watt

D:SYSTEM 3K
Two D:SIDER 10 satellites and a D:SUB 15.
For those who like the bass dynamic and
More aggressive sounds.
3300 watt

Active Systems D: System 2K / 3K / 5K / 7K

: Combining elements
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It’s easy to combine the elements of the VERSE D:SIDER series with the SUBs to obtain the best system for 
your needs. Each element is fitted with a dedicated amplifier and a multi-way system can be assembled by 
means of a simple link connection.
The Powercon connectors make the system very practical and, thanks to the link on each enclosure, avoid 
the problem of having to run a power feed to each element.
Subwoofers are fitted with a double output link to simplify the left and right audio channels. Thanks to the set 
of on-board DSP controls, each system can be customized when elements are added or removed, obtaining 
the sound required for every use.

All Systems are provided with special customized cables.

D:SYSTEM 7K
Two D:SIDER 15 satellites and a D:SUB 215.
For those who want the maximum immediately, with a 
real reserve of power on hand when necessary, while
maintaining really practical use.
6640 watt

D:SYSTEM 5K
Two D:SIDER 15 satellites and a D:SUB 18.
For those who like their bass dynamic but deep, and higher 
power on the more aggressive sounds.
5240 watt
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Active Systems

VERSE D:SIDER systems 
are based on a concept 
that partially differs from
other set-ups usually found 
today.
Each model, right from the 
smallest, is built to operate 
on its own with a great 
reserve of power.
Each unit forming the 
system is fitted with a 
dedicated, high-power
amplifier - this results in 
systems with the best 
weight/price/performance/
easy installation ratio.
When you need a larger 
rig, all you need to do is 
expand your set-up
With a subwoofer or 
another pair of satellites.
The connections are 
all very User-friendly, 
thanks to the Powercon 
connectors and link 
facilities.

This is why we describe 
VERSE Systems as being 
“open systems”, as they 
are able to grow and follow 
your taste, requirements 
and professionalism trough 
time

: extendeed systems
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Flying Kit for Satellites

Special customized cables

Protection Covers for Sub and Sat

Trolley for Sub 215

: optionalsD:SIDER
the digital side of pro:audio

Interface Kit + Editior 25



Power - EIAJ 415W 650W 1620W 1000W 2000W 2000W 3400W

Low/Mid amp 350W 500W 1050W 1000W 2000W 2000W 3400W

Hi amp 65W 150W 570W - - - -

Frequency
response

75Hz - 20KHz 68Hz - 20KHz 60Hz - 20KHz 50Hz - 140KHz 42Hz - 140KHz 38Hz - 140KHz 42Hz - 140KHz

Input sensitivity 0dBu 0dBu 0dBu 0dBu 0dBu 0dBu 0dBu

Maximum 
SPL Average 
(calculated)

124dB 129dB 134dB 126dB 131dB 133dB 136dB

Active protective
circuitry

Thermal, overload,
short circuit

Thermal, overload,
short circuit

Thermal, overload,
short circuit

Thermal, overload,
short circuit

Thermal, overload,
short circuit

Thermal, overload,
short circuit

Thermal, overload,
short circuit

Subsonic filter Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Nominal 
impedance 

input bal 
15kohm

input bal 
15kohm

input bal 
15kohm

input bal 
15kohm

input bal 
15kohm

input bal 
15kohm

input bal 
15kohm

Connections Powercon ac input,
Powercon ac out, 
fem. XLR input, 
male XLR link, 
Ethercon RS-485 in,
Ethercon RS-485 out

Powercon ac input,
Powercon ac out, 
fem. XLR input, 
male XLR link, 
Ethercon RS-485 in,
Ethercon RS-485 out

Powercon ac input,
Powercon ac out, 
fem. XLR input, 
male XLR link, 
Ethercon RS-485 in,
Ethercon RS-485 out

Powercon ac input,
2x - Powercon ac out, 
2x - XLR input,
2x - XLR link,
Ethercon RS-485 in,
Ethercon RS-485 out

Powercon ac input,
2x - Powercon ac out, 
2x - XLR input,
2x - XLR link,
Ethercon RS-485 in,
Ethercon RS-485 out

Powercon ac input,
2x - Powercon ac out, 
2x - XLR input,
2x - XLR link,
Ethercon RS-485 in,
Ethercon RS-485 out

Powercon ac input,
2x - Powercon ac out, 
2x - XLR input,
2x - XLR link,
Ethercon RS-485 in,
Ethercon RS-485 out

Woofer 8” neodimium  2” 
VC, vented gap

10” neodimium  2,5” 
VC, vented gap

15”neodimium 3” 
VC, vented gap

10” neodimium 2,5” 
VC, vented gap

15” neodimium 4” 
VC, vented gap

18” neodimium 4” 
VC, vented gap

2x15” neodimium 4” 
VC, vented gap

Tweeter 1,4”neodimium, 
aluminium VC, 
compression driver, 
Titanium diaphragm

1,7” neodimium, 
aluminium VC, 
compression driver, 
Polymide diaphragm

1,7” neodimium, 
aluminium VC, 
compression driver, 
Polymide diaphragm

Angular 
dispersion

100° > 50° 
Hx45° with 
asimmetrical 
rotable horn

100° > 50° 
Hx45° with 
asimmetrical 
rotable horn

100° > 50° 
Hx45° with 
asimmetrical 
rotable horn

Crossover 
frequency

1800Hz 1600Hz 1400Hz

HF protection ptc ptc ptc

Pole mount 1 bottom side 1 bottom side 1 bottom side 1 top side 1 top side 1 top side 1 top side

Dimensions 
(HxWxD) mm

430x300x320 494x351x347 630x440x450 370x350x560 586x456x566 700x590x700 510x865x600

Weight 12kg 16kg 22kg 19kg 32kg 45kg 50kg

D:SIDER 8 D:SIDER 10 D:SIDER 15 D:SUB 10 D:SUB 15 D:SUB 18 D:SUB 215

: technical specifications
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Control panel D:SIDER

Feedback remover :Type = Automatic with  notch filters,  ° Bands = 12,  ° Reaction time =  500 ms

Equalizer :Type = 6 bands Full Parametric (two of them can be used as shelving or Low / High Pass filters)
 :Boost / Cut = +/- 12 dB. 12 dB/octave when used as Low or High pass

Loudness :Type = Dynamic    :Weighting = B-type curve

Multi-Band :Number of Bands = 3    :Compression Ratio = Soft(1:2)/Normal(1:6)/Hard(1:20)    :Threshold = 0dB /-12dB, step 1 dB
Compressor
 
Delay Line  :Range = Up to 250 meters (720 ms)

Control Switches :Feedback Remover On/Off
 :Dynamic Loudness On / Off
 :Side by side / Monitor position   :Phase 0° / 180°,  ° User / Factory settings  
 :High Pass Filter On/ Off (for use with Sub)
 :User / Factory settings

LEDs :Power On    :Protection    :Temperature    :Limiter High (not in SUB models)    :Limiter Low    :Signal On

Control Knobs :Gain 35 to 0 dB
 :Power ac Switch

SYSTEMS Configurations Components 
Power

Total Watt Tot. Weight 
KG

Optionals Sound Coverage Transport

D:SYSTEM 2K 8” +8”
Sat + Sub15”

2x415W
+1000W

1830 43 Cables 
included

D:SYSTEM 3K 10” + 10”
Sat + Sub15”

2x650W
+2000W

3300 64 Cables 
included

D:SYSTEM 5K 15” + 15”
Sat + Sub18”

2x1620W
+2000W

5240 89 Cables 
included

D:SYSTEM 7K 15” + 15”
Sat + Sub215”

2x1620W
+3400W

6640 94 Cables 
included

70 - 100

200 - 400

400 - 800

800 - 1200
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www.verseaudio.com
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D:SIDER
the digital side of pro:audio



Verse is a trademark of VISCOUNT INTERNATIONAL S.p.a.
Via Borgo 68/70

I-47836 Mondaino (RN) ITALY
 

Tel. +39 0541-981700 - Fax +39 0541-869605
www.verseaudio.com

e-mail: contact@verseaudio.com
 


